Linear heart rate variability (HRV) indices are dependent on the mean heart rate, which has been demonstrated in different models (from sinoatrial cells to humans). The association between nonlinear HRV indices, including those provided by recurrence plot quantitative analysis (RQA), and the mean heart rate (or the mean cardiac period, also called meanNN) has been scarcely studied. For this purpose, we analyzed RQA indices of five minute-long HRV time series obtained in the supine position and during active standing from 30 healthy subjects and 29 end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients (before and after hemodialysis). In the supine position, ESRD patients showed shorter meanNN (i.e., faster heart rate) and decreased variability compared to healthy subjects. The healthy subjects responded to active standing by shortening the meanNN and decreasing HRV indices to reach similar values of ESRD patients. Bivariate correlations between all RQA indices and meanNN were significant in healthy subjects and ESRD after hemodialysis and for most RQA indices in ESRD patients before hemodialysis. Multiple linear regression analyses showed that RQA indices were also dependent on the position and the ESRD condition. Then, future studies should consider the association among RQA indices, meanNN, and these other factors for a correct interpretation of HRV.
Introduction
The most common cause of mortality in patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) are due to cardiovascular diseases [1] . The main cardiovascular alterations in ESRD are fluid overload, high blood pressure, increased vascular resistance, all inducing the modification of the mechanisms that maintain functionality during the disease [2] . Patients with ESRD receiving hemodialysis have a chronic sympathetic hyperactivity that is necessary for blood pressure stability [3, 4] . However, such augmented sympathetic drive is also related to a higher risk of mortality in ESRD [5] .
The interaction among many feedback mechanisms confers the capacity of adapting to physiological stimuli, e.g., changes in position or hemodynamic challenges during hemodialysis, and coping with pathological conditions (such as ESRD) [6] . The entire set of adjustments needs well-integrated variables, different regulatory levels, and timing actions that despite appearing redundant can be absent or become modified when comparing the dynamical behavior of the system under different stimuli [6, 7] . The dynamical response shown by heart rate variability (HRV) offers the possibility of inferring the acute and chronic adaptability of the cardiovascular system both in healthy subjects [8] and ESRD patients [4, [9] [10] [11] .
As the autonomic nervous system and other regulation systems modify the heart contraction and relaxation cycle, every interval between consecutive heartbeats has a different duration (a phenomenon referred to as HRV). Sympathetic hyperactivity increases mean heart rate, and modifies several linear HRV analysis indices, such as the standard deviation of the mean RR interval, increased power of the low-frequency (LF) band, decreased power of the high-frequency (HF) band, and an increased LF/HF power ratio of the spectral analysis [12] .
Short-term HRV recordings are used to estimate the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system modulation through linear indices [12] . These linear indices are associated with clinical outcomes such as rapid chronic kidney disease progression [13] , hypotension [14, 15] , and mortality [14, 16] . Nonetheless, given that the HRV time series arises from the interactions of many physiological mechanisms, recently it has been considered that the linear methods for HRV analysis are insufficient to assess the underlying mechanisms behind such complex interactions [17] [18] [19] . Several nonlinear analysis methods have been developed for this aim [19] . However, most nonlinear analysis methods require long and even stationary time series. The recurrence plots quantitative analysis (RQA) is a suitable potential approach for noisy, nonstationary short-term time series [20] , including HRV [21] .
All linear HRV indices are dependent on the mean heart rate, as it has been demonstrated in sinoatrial cells, isolated hearts, living animals, healthy humans, and some diseases [22] . This relationship between linear HRV indices and the mean heart rate has been widely discussed over the last years [23] . In contrast, the association between nonlinear indices of HRV and the mean heart rate has been scarcely studied. As an example, the short-term fractal index (α1) has a significant correlation with the mean heart rate in healthy people [24, 25] . Although such correlation is lost in ESRD patients before hemodialysis, it is recovered after hemodialysis and so considered as an indicator of cardiovascular adaptability [24, 26] as well as a potential marker to differentiate between adaptive changes to achieve a precise demand response and long-term adjustments for facing pathophysiological alterations that, in other physiological contexts, could be deleterious. During an orthostatic challenge, the change from a supine to standing up position modifies some RQA indices [11] . Nonetheless, the influence of the mean heart rate on the RQA indices still has not been explored.
This work aimed to evaluate the correlation between RQA HRV indices and the mean heart rate in short-term HRV time series obtained from healthy subjects and ESRD patients confronting challenges of the cardiovascular system as introduced by active standing and also hemodialysis for the patients. We hypothesized that in addition to the effect provoked by these challenges, the mean heart rate also influences the RQA values.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-nine ESRD patients were included in the study. All of them were treated with hemodialysis three times a week and were not prone to hemodynamic instability (they had less than three events of intradialysis hypotension in the previous month). Intradialysis hypotension was defined as a ≥20 mm Hg decrease in the systolic blood pressure or by the manifestation of hypotension symptoms (nausea, vomiting, muscle cramps, dizziness, or fainting) associated with a ≥10 mmHg decrease in systolic blood pressure. Each hemodialysis session had a mean duration of 3.6 ± 0.5 h with a total volume removal = 3.1 ± 1.1 L. Hemodialysis vintage was 12.5 ± 10.2 months with a residual renal function of 0.9 ± 1.5 mL/min. The mean left ventricular ejection fraction was 65 ± 8% (obtained from the clinical records in the last 6 months prior to the study), laboratory results (from blood samples taken on any day when hemodialysis was not performed, within 1 month prior to the study) showed creatinine = 8.7 ± 2.5 mg/dL, potassium = 4.9 ± 0.7 mEq/L, phosphorous = 5.1 ± 1.5 mEq/dL, calcium = 8.9 ± 1.1 mg/dL, hemoglobin = 8.3 ± 2.7 g/dL, albumin = 3.9 ± 0.5 g/dL, cholesterol = 165 ± 41 mg/dL, and triglycerides = 145 ± 96 mg/dL. Patient age was 33 ± 10 years old, mean body mass index was 22.5 ± 2.7 kg/m 2 , and 12 patients were females. The ESRD etiology was systemic lupus erythematosus (n = 1), focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (n = 1), or unknown (n = 17). None of the patients had any other morbidity that could have affected the autonomic nervous system, neither supraventricular arrhythmias nor electrical conduction disorders.
Thirty healthy subjects were recruited with similar age (27 ± 8 years old, p = 0.07), sex (11 females, p = 0.35), and body mass index (24.3 ± 3.8 kg/m 2 , p = 0.11) demographics in comparison with ESRD patients. A routine clinical exam and electrocardiogram (ECG) recording were performed to discard any abnormalities. None of the healthy subjects were smokers, and they were not treated with any medication (including oral contraceptives in women) nor did they report any history of intense physical training.
All procedures performed followed the ethical standards of the Research and Ethics Committee of the Instituto Nacional de Cardiología Ignacio Chávez (protocol number is 02-392 and the protocol was approved on 10 July 2002) and the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Hemodialysis Prescription
Hemodialysis sessions were delivered with volumetric dialysis machines (4008 H, Fresenius Medical Care, Bad Homburg, Germany) using ultrapure dialysate (HCO 3 = 35 mmol/L, Na + = 138 mmol/L, K + = 2 mmol/L, Ca 2+ = 3.5 mEq/L, and Mg 2+ = 1.0 mEq/L) and polysulfone membranes (F-60 and F-80, Fresenius Medical Care, Walnut Creek, CA, USA). Hypertension was controlled by the strict prescription of dry body weight without using antihypertensive drugs following an approach of extracellular volume control by convection [27] . Patients were on a non-restrictive diet and did not use erythropoietin.
Study Protocol
Following Laborde et al. [28] , to assess resting and reactivity conditions, ECG recordings from healthy subjects and ESRD patients were obtained during both baseline (supine position) and an orthostatic challenge (active standing) according to a protocol described previously [9] . A continuous ECG recording was obtained during 10 minutes in the supine position followed by a subsequent recording during a further 10 min of active standing. Following the recommendations in [12, 28] , the final 5 minutes of each recording were selected as data segments of supine position and active standing, respectively. Healthy subjects and ESRD patients maintained spontaneous breathing during all procedures, in accordance with [28] , and blood pressure was measured by a sphygmomanometer at the end of each recording. Recordings from the same ESRD patients were obtained during baseline and active standing both before and after hemodialysis sessions. This study included comparisons between subjects (healthy subjects versus ESRD patients) and within subjects (supine position versus active standing and before hemodialysis versus after hemodialysis). All study participants were requested to refrain from any intake of coffee or alcohol during the 24 hours prior to the study.
ECG Signal Processing and Linear HRV Indices Estimation
The ECG recordings were digitized at 250 samples per second [12, 28] with a 12-bit resolution using validated equipment [29, 30] . The R wave of each heartbeat was identified by a second derivative algorithm [31] to obtain a time series of consecutive heartbeat RR intervals, also called NN or HRV, followed by a visually supervised inspection to correct artifacts and replace ectopic beats with interpolated intervals [12, 30] .
Linear HRV indices were calculated with ad hoc developed routines using MATLAB (version R2013a): mean cardiac period (meanNN), SDNN (standard deviation of all RR intervals), SDSD (standard deviation of successive RR differences), pNN50 (percentage of successive RR intervals with differences greater to 50 ms), LF (spectral power in the low-frequency band from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz, estimated in normalized units), HF (spectral power in the high-frequency band from 0.15 to 0.0.4 Hz, estimated in normalized units) [12] . Power spectral indices were obtained by the Fourier transform method after eliminating a linear trend, resampling at 3 Hz and applying a non-overlapped Hamming window of 300 data points (with 50% overlap).
Recurrence Plot-Based Indices
The main step for the visualization of recurrences in a time series or dataset is the calculation of the N × N matrix,
where N is the length of the time series, ε i is a predefined threshold distance, ||·|| is a norm (e.g., the Euclidean norm), and Θ is the Heaviside function.
A multidimensional state space is reconstructed from the one-dimensional RR intervals in a time series, applying a time-delay embedding method. Each point in the reconstructed phase space represents the state of the system at a given time and is determined by the m coordinates of a given embedding dimension. To obtain all these reconstructed data, we used the tools developed by Norbert Marwan and colleagues, the Cross Recurrence Plot Toolbox for MATLAB (available from the toolbox for complex systems (TOCSY) webpage: http://tocsy.agnld.uni-potsdam.de/crp.php).
The embedding time delay for each recording was estimated as the first zero crossing of its autocorrelation function [32, 33] . Figure 1 Linear HRV indices were calculated with ad hoc developed routines using MATLAB (version R2013a): mean cardiac period (meanNN), SDNN (standard deviation of all RR intervals), SDSD (standard deviation of successive RR differences), pNN50 (percentage of successive RR intervals with differences greater to 50 ms), LF (spectral power in the low-frequency band from 0.04 to 0.15 Hz, estimated in normalized units), HF (spectral power in the high-frequency band from 0.15 to 0.0.4 Hz, estimated in normalized units) [12] . Power spectral indices were obtained by the Fourier transform method after eliminating a linear trend, resampling at 3 Hz and applying a non-overlapped Hamming window of 300 data points (with 50% overlap).
where N is the length of the time series, is a predefined threshold distance, ||·|| is a norm (e.g., the Euclidean norm), and is the Heaviside function. A multidimensional state space is reconstructed from the one-dimensional RR intervals in a time series, applying a time-delay embedding method. Each point in the reconstructed phase space represents the state of the system at a given time and is determined by the m coordinates of a given embedding dimension. To obtain all these reconstructed data, we used the tools developed by Norbert Marwan and colleagues, the Cross Recurrence Plot Toolbox for MATLAB (available from the toolbox for complex systems (TOCSY) webpage: http://tocsy.agnld.uni-potsdam.de/crp.php).
The embedding time delay for each recording was estimated as the first zero crossing of its autocorrelation function [32, 33] . Figure 1 Black lines correspond to healthy subjects, green lines correspond to ESRD patients before hemodialysis, and magenta lines correspond to ESRD patients after hemodialysis.
In the supine position, the embedding time delay was 5 for the healthy group, 9 for the ESRD patients before hemodialysis, and 10 for the ESRD patients after hemodialysis. During active standing, the subgroup embedding delay was 7 for the healthy group, 11 for ESRD patients before hemodialysis, and 12 for ESRD patients after. In addition, an embedding time delay = 8 was calculated from the averaged autocorrelation function from all recordings.
The minimum embedding dimension was estimated for each recording through the false nearest neighbors' method ( Figure 1 , lower panel). In most recordings (97%), the amount of false nearest neighbors fell below 1% at the embedding dimension of 7. Therefore, we chose m = 7 as the embedding dimension for all recordings [9] . Next, the distances between individual points in the matrix corresponding to a state of the system at a given time were calculated using the option Maximum Norm−Fixed Recurrence Rate ("rr") in the toolbox for autorecurrent plots [34] . The same threshold was selected for all recordings (<7%).
Although the visual inspection of the recurrence plot helps to recognize the different characteristics between physiological conditions, a recurrence quantitative analysis (RQA) of the generated patterns is generally preferred. Thus, we measured the following indices: determinism (the percentage of recurrence points forming diagonals from all recurrence points), mean diagonal length, longest diagonal line, entropy (Shannon entropy of the probability to find a diagonal line), laminarity (proportion of recurrence points forming vertical lines), trapping time (time in which the dynamics remains trapped in a certain state), maximal length of the vertical lines, recurrence time type 1, and recurrence time type 2 [35] . Specifically, recurrence time type 2 can detect very weak transitions with high accuracy, both in clean and noisy environments. Recurrence time type 1 has the advantage of being more robust to the noise level, and it is not sensitive to changes in the parameters of the algorithm. The recurrence types are defined based on the vertical distance between recurrence points in the recurrence plot [21] . In addition, entropy was obtained as defined by the Shannon information entropy of the line length distribution [36] . Shannon entropy is related to the amount of information needed to identify the state of the system.
The robustness of some of such chosen RQA indices has already been reported in a clinically oriented study [8] . In that work, all the assessed RQA indices (except for the longest diagonal line) behaved similarly for different recurrence rates, increasing significantly and consistently in both positions (supine and active standing) if the recurrence rate is increased. These indices are sensitive to recurrence rates in the range of 1−20% [8] , and we used a fixed recurrence rate < 7% to construct the recurrence plots [9, 11] .
Statistical Analysis
Categorical variables are reported as absolute values or percentages and were compared between healthy subjects and ESRD patients by either a Chi-squared test or exact Fischer's test. Continuous variables are reported as mean ± standard deviation. These variables were transformed to a normal distribution by a natural logarithm in case of not showing normal distribution as proved by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Mean values were compared by t-test (two groups) or by ANOVA for repeated measures (three or more groups) followed by post-hoc test adjusted by the Bonferroni method. Pearson´s correlation coefficients were calculated between pairs of HRV indices and meanNN using all data from both positions in three groups: healthy subjects, ESRD before hemodialysis, and ESRD after hemodialysis. To assess RQA indices as dependent variables [28] , and given the use of repeated observations per each subject in the calculation of these correlation coefficients, we also applied multiple stepwise regressions, thus considering the RQA indices as the outcome variables as well as the meanNN, the orthostatic position, the hemodialysis, and the ESRD group membership as the predictor variables. The orthostatic position, the analysis before or after hemodialysis, and the fact of belonging to the ESRD group (membership) were treated as categorical factors using dichotomous dummy variables. Each multiple regression model included the same sample size (N = 176). The statistical analyses were performed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and p-value ≤ 0.05 was considered as the significant level. Figure 2 shows the RR interval times series of a healthy subject and an ESRD patient. During the supine position, the healthy subject presents larger values of the RR interval (above 1.0 s), corresponding to a normal resting heart rate (close to 60 beats per minute). In response to active standing, the healthy subject has shorter RR intervals (indicating faster heart rate) with decreased variability. In contrast, the ESRD patient before hemodialysis has shorter RR intervals (i.e., faster heart rate) with decreased variability during the supine position. In response to active standing, the RR intervals decreased slightly (indicating a small acceleration of the mean heart rate), while the variability remained diminished. After hemodialysis, the RR intervals show that the heart rate remained accelerated with decreased variability in both positions.
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Figure 2.
Examples of RR time series and recurrence plots from a healthy subject (upper panels) and an end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patient (lower panels). The recording from the healthy subject shows a reduction in RR intervals and their variability, as a consequence of changing to an active standing position. The recurrence plot shows extended global diagonal lines formed by short diagonals covering a regularly spaced pattern of the plot surface. In contrast, during the standing position, there is an increase in white zones (i.e., there are less accessible dynamic states in the central area). In the patient before hemodialysis, there is a marked reduction in the RR intervals and their Figure 2 . Examples of RR time series and recurrence plots from a healthy subject (upper panels) and an end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patient (lower panels). The recording from the healthy subject shows a reduction in RR intervals and their variability, as a consequence of changing to an active standing position. The recurrence plot shows extended global diagonal lines formed by short diagonals covering a regularly spaced pattern of the plot surface. In contrast, during the standing position, there is an increase in white zones (i.e., there are less accessible dynamic states in the central area). In the patient before hemodialysis, there is a marked reduction in the RR intervals and their associated variability, even in the supine position. Its recurrence plot quantitative analysis (RQA) plot has less regularly extended diagonals with more concentration around the identity line and its parallel lines. During the active standing condition, the plot is almost empty; there are very fewer accessible dynamical states. In the same patient after hemodialysis, there is a slight improvement in the RR intervals during the supine condition compared to those before hemodialysis, which is also reflected in the RQA plot. Again, during the active standing challenge, there is a reduction in RR intervals and reachable dynamical states.
The linear HRV indices are shown in Table 1 . In response to active standing, the healthy group shows faster heart rate (i.e., shorter mean NN), lower variability (smaller SDNN, SDSD, and pNN50), and increased LF with decreased HF, which lead to a predominant power of the low-frequency band: i.e., a larger Ln (LF/HF). Compared to healthy subjects, while in the supine position, the ESRD patients showed faster heart rates (i.e., shorter meanNN), reduced variability, and a predominant power of the low-frequency band either before or after hemodialysis. In response to active standing, ESRD patients before hemodialysis presented an increment in heart rate (i.e., the mean NN is shorter), a decrement of HF, and an increment in Ln (LF/HF). After hemodialysis, the response to active standing of ESRD patients showed increased heart rate, LF and Ln (LF/HF), and decreased pNN50. Compared to indices derived from recordings before hemodialysis, all linear indices are similar after hemodialysis, except for a faster heart rate (i.e., shorter meanNN) after hemodialysis during active standing. Figure 2 shows the recurrence plots corresponding to each RR interval time series from a healthy subject and an ESRD patient. For the healthy subject, we observe the well-known reduction of the RR intervals and their variability during active standing. In the corresponding recurrence plot, there are extended global diagonal lines formed by short diagonals in a regularly spaced pattern covering the entire surface of the plot during the supine position. In contrast, during active standing, there is an increment in white zones (i.e., there are less accessible dynamic states).
HRV Analysis Based on the Recurrence Plot
The lower panels of Figure 2 correspond to a patient before hemodialysis. There was a marked reduction in RR intervals and their variability, even in the supine position. The corresponding recurrence plot has less regularly extended diagonals with more concentration around the identity line and its parallel lines. During active standing, the recurrence plot is almost empty (i.e., there are very few accessible dynamical states). After hemodialysis (lower panels), there was a slight increment in the RR intervals when patients were in the supine position (compared to those before hemodialysis), which are also reflected in the recurrence plot. Again, during active standing, there is a reduction of the RR intervals and reachable dynamical states. Table 2 shows the RQA indices of the RR time series obtained using the subgroup embedding time delay values described in the Methods section. For the healthy group, the following RQA indices increased in response to active standing: determinism, mean diagonal length, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2. Compared to healthy subjects, ESRD patients in the supine position and before hemodialysis show larger laminarity, trapping time, the longest vertical line, type 1 trapping time, and type 2 trapping time values. In response to active standing, ESRD patients before hemodialysis present an increment in the trapping time and the recurrence time type 2. After hemodialysis, ESRD patients exhibit a similar pattern of larger RQA indices such as that before hemodialysis. Akin to the healthy group, in response to active standing and after hemodialysis, ESRD patients show increased determinism, mean diagonal length, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, the longest vertical line, and the recurrence time type 2. Compared to recordings before hemodialysis, all RQA indices were similar after hemodialysis, except for a larger trapping time and the longest vertical length during active standing after hemodialysis. In comparison, the estimated RQA indices, with an overall time embedding delay = 8 for all RR time series, are also shown in the appendix (Table A1 ). Most RQA indices indicate similar responses to active standing (i.e., most RQA indices are incremented during active standing) and present similar differences between groups (i.e., during the supine position, most RQA indices are larger in ESRD patients before hemodialysis and after hemodialysis compared to healthy subjects; during active standing, there were fewer differences between groups). Table A2 in Appendix A shows that RQA indices estimated with ad hoc embedding delays for each time series exhibit fewer significant changes in response to active standing (mostly in the healthy group) and fewer differences between the ESRD patients and the healthy group.
Correlation between meanNN and RQA Indices
The bivariate correlation analysis between meanNN and linear HRV indices is shown in Table 3 . The healthy group shows a clear correlation between meanNN and time indices (positive correlation in SDNN, SDSD, and pNN50), and spectral indices LFnu (negative correlation), HFnu (positive correlation), and therefore a negative correlation between meanNN and Ln (LF/HF). The correlation between meanNN and time indices tend to smaller values in ESRD patients before hemodialysis, and the statistical significance is lost in HFnu and LF, although the correlation between Ln (LF/HF) and meanNN does reach statistical significance. The ESRD group after hemodialysis shows, similar to the healthy group, a correlation between meanNN and all linear indices. The bivariate correlation analysis between meanNN and RQA indices is shown in Table 4 . The healthy group shows a negative correlation between meanNN and all RQA indices (determinism, mean diagonal length, longest diagonal line, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2), except for the recurrence time type 1. Fewer correlations between meanNN and RQA indices are found in the ESRD group before hemodialysis (i.e., mean diagonal length, longest diagonal line, entropy, trapping time, and longest vertical line). Similar to the healthy group, ESRD patients after hemodialysis show a correlation between meanNN and all RQA indices, except for the recurrence time type 1.
The lower panels correspond to a patient before hemodialysis. There was a marked reduction in RR intervals and their variability, even in the supine position. The corresponding recurrence plot has less regularly extended diagonals with more concentration around the identity line and its parallel lines. During active standing, the recurrence plot is almost empty (i.e., there are very few accessible dynamical states). After hemodialysis (lower panels), there was a slight increment in the RR intervals during the supine position (compared to those before hemodialysis), which are also reflected in the recurrence plot. Again, during active standing, there is reduction of the RR intervals and reachable dynamical states.
The correlation between meanNN and RQA indices estimated with an overall time embedding delay = 8 for all RR time series are shown in Appendix A (Table A3 ). Most RQA indices show significant correlations with meanNN in all groups. Table A4 in the appendix shows that RQA indices estimated with ad hoc embedding delays for each time series exhibit fewer significant correlations with the meanNN in all groups in comparison with using the subgroup embedding time delays. For those RQA indices based on diagonals (determinism and mean diagonal length), there were no significant correlations with the meanNN in all groups. Table 5 shows linear multiple regression analysis with the following selected HRV indices as predicted variables: one linear HRV index (SDNN) and three RQA indices estimated with subgroup embedding delays (determinism, trapping time, and recurrence time type 2).
For each predicted variable of Table 5 , the model was tested with the combined data from the healthy group and the ESRD patients (both before and after hemodialysis). Each model considered four independent variables: meanNN (as a continuous variable), active standing, ESRD condition, and hemodialysis (introduced as categorical variables). The results show that all dependent variables (SDNN, determinism, trapping time, and recurrence time type 2) are explained by meanNN, the body position, and the ESRD condition, while hemodialysis (before or after hemodialysis) had no significant contribution. Table 5 . Linear stepwise multiple regression analysis with predicted heart rate variability (HRV) indices, and as independent variables, the meanNN, active standing, end-stage renal disease (ESRD), and hemodialysis conditions. All models included the same sample size (N = 176).
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Discussion
Sympathetic activity increases the mean heart rate and modifies several linear HRV indices, such as the standard deviation of the mean RR interval, the power of the LF and HF bands, as well as the LF/HF spectral analysis power ratio [12] . In contrast, the parasympathetic activity generally provokes the opposite changes [12] . The correlation of these changes with meanNN is well established, as well as their adaptive changes before and after hemodialysis [4] . We show for the first time in this work that this correlation also exists with different nonlinear indices derived from the RQA plots. Bivariate correlations between all RQA indices and meanNN were significant in healthy subjects and ESRD after hemodialysis and for most RQA indices in ESRD patients before hemodialysis. Multiple linear regression analyses showed that, in conjunction with meanNN, RQA indices were also dependent on the position and the ESRD condition.
As we mentioned in the Introduction section, multiple interactions among feedback mechanisms confer the capacity of adapting to physiological stimuli, such as changes in position or hemodynamic challenges during hemodialysis, and to cope with pathological conditions (e.g., ESRD) [6] . The common vision is that the set of adjustments and timing actions at different regulatory levels are oriented to preserve or recover the homeostasis of an organism. However, more recently, other ideas from the study of various chronic diseases are considered. For example, there can be a variety of homoeostatic manifestations or developmental allostasis along the process of getting sick [37] [38] [39] [40] . Some regulatory systems can become modified, or a particularly compensatory output can be lost, so when we study the dynamical behavior of the system under different stimuli, we need sensitive tools to disclose these regulatory changes and distinguish the physiological adaptability from drifting homeostatic modifications. The recurrence dynamical response of HRV (evaluated through the representation of all state variables in the phase space and the quantitative analysis of its recurrence plot) offers the possibility of inferring the acute and chronic plasticity of the cardiovascular system both in healthy subjects [8, 41] and ESRD patients [9] [10] [11] . The physiological stress during active standing in healthy subjects increases determinism and entropy, reflecting an intensification of the interactions (or dependency) between the dynamic states. This is probably also expressed as increased autocorrelation, predominantly at low frequencies, which would also explain the increment of the recurrence time type 2, i.e., the system requires a longer time to revisit a state. Simultaneously, the RQA indices based on vertical lines show that the orthostatic stress bounds the dynamic behavior of the system within fewer phase space regions [9] . The effect of ESRD upon the cardiovascular dynamics seems to be in the same direction, acting as a stressor of the system that limits the number of phase space regions visited by the system (i.e., vertical-based indices are larger compared to those of healthy subjects even at rest in the supine position) and increasing the time required to revisit a state [9] [10] [11] . Given that after hemodialysis, the RQA indices show changes in the same direction of the response to active standing observed in healthy subjects, we argue that the RQA indices of ESRD patients evidence a preserved ability to adjust their cardiovascular dynamics when facing a hemodynamic challenge. In various physiological contexts, it is often considered that a balanced or fluctuating system reveals healthy conditions and when the system gets locked into a pattern or state, it is unregulated. However, we also must consider that ESRD patients with preserved cardiac function, such as those included in the present study, display a new set of physiological parameters showing a reconfiguration to a new homeostatic (or "allostatic") condition.
The insights offered by the RQA indices regarding the cardiovascular dynamical adjustments before orthostatic stress, renal disease, or hemodialysis have been also discussed in previous work [9] [10] [11] 41] . The present work evidences that the RQA indices are not only modified by these cardiovascular challenges, but they are also modified by the mean heart rate (i.e., meanNN). Since the meanNN is modified by many regulatory mechanisms [42, 43] , it can be considered as an integrative variable in itself, which becomes an important contributor to the dynamic behavior of HRV evaluated through RQA indices, as shown here. Therefore, the influence of mean heart rate (or meanNN) should be taken into consideration for the interpretation and clinical application of RQA indices, in the same way as it has been emphasized for other HRV indices [22, 23, 26] . Nevertheless, this influence has not been described yet in some of the current updates [19, 28] of HRV guidelines. Overall, the negative correlations between RQA indices and meanNN indicate that at higher heart rates (i.e., smaller meanNN), there is an increment of RQA indices that, according to our interpretation in the previous paragraph, points toward a system that gets locked either by a reduction of the number of phase space regions visited or by an increment of the time required to revisit a state (i.e., recurrence time type 2 increases significantly as meanNN decreases).
Several approaches involving the concept of entropy have been applied to the analysis of time series (particularly for HRV time series). Methods such as maximum entropy [44] , sample entropy [45] , approximate entropy [46] , fuzzy measure entropy [47] , multiscale entropy [48] , and renormalized entropy [49] have proven to differentiate pathologies and study physiological processes. Since every entropy method may have different assumptions, a systematic review with a comprehensive comparison of these methods and their application is warranted in further investigations. Moreover, the present work demonstrates the dependence of meanNN on the index of entropy estimated through the recurrence plot analysis (Shannon's entropy). In light of this finding, it would be justified to investigate further the interpretation of the entropy estimated with other methods in relation to its dependence on the mean heart rate.
By searching the more adequate parameters to embed the HRV time series, we also found here that once employing the first zero crossing in the autocorrelation function to obtain the delay, we get remarkable information. The delay obtained for the different conditions explored seems to reveal a gradual evolution ranging from the healthy state in the supine position up to the ESRD patients in the supine position before hemodialysis and the patients in standing position after hemodialysis. Nevertheless, this aspect merits more extended research by itself.
Among the study limitations, we did not evaluate respiration to assess its influence on HRV. However, given the conditions in the study protocol (i.e., spontaneous breathing, in the supine position, or active standing without adding any activity that would represent cognitive or emotional effort), it is unlikely that the breathing rate of the studied subjects was out of the normal range, which could have affected the estimation of HRV indices (particularly within the high-frequency range) [28] . The study design did not consider repeated measures for the healthy group, which could provide the measurements in two different time points to compare with the two different time points of the ESRD patients (i.e., the recordings before and after hemodialysis).
Conclusions
By analyzing HRV time series obtained in the supine position and during active standing from healthy subjects and ESRD patients, we show here that the mean heart rate (or meanNN) also influences the results of RQA, as it occurs for linear and other HRV indices. Future studies should then consider the association between RQA indices and meanNN as well as other factors, such as the position and ESRD condition, for a correct interpretation of HRV. Table A1 shows the RQA indices of the RR time series with the embedding time delay = 8. In the healthy group, the following RQA indices increase in response to active standing: determinism, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2. Compared to healthy subjects, while in the supine position, ESRD patients before hemodialysis show larger determinism, mean diagonal length, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, vertical line, and type 2 trapping time values. In response to active standing, ESRD patients before hemodialysis show no difference in RQA indices. After hemodialysis, ESRD patients exhibit a similar pattern of larger RQA indices compared to healthy subjects as those obtained before hemodialysis. The response of ESRD patients to active standing after hemodialysis shows an increase in all RQA indices, except for a decreased recurrence time type 1. Compared to recordings before hemodialysis, all RQA indices are similar after hemodialysis, except for a longer vertical length after hemodialysis during active standing. Table A2 shows the RQA indices of the RR time series embedded with ad hoc embedding time delays estimated for each time series, as described in the Methods section. In the healthy group, the following RQA indices increase in response to active standing: mean diagonal length, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2. Compared to healthy subjects, while in the supine position, ESRD patients before hemodialysis show larger mean diagonal length, laminarity, vertical line, and recurrence time type 2 values. In response to active standing, ESRD patients before hemodialysis show no differences in RQA indices. After hemodialysis, ESRD patients exhibit a similar pattern of larger RQA indices compared to healthy subjects as those obtained before hemodialysis. The response of ESRD patients to active standing after hemodialysis shows an increase in the longest diagonal length. The correlation analysis between meanNN and RQA indices obtained with the overall embedding time delay = 8 is shown in Table A3 . The healthy group shows a negative correlation between meanNN and RQA indices (determinism, mean diagonal length, longest diagonal line, entropy, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2), except for the type 1 recurrence time. In comparison with using the subgroup embedding time delays, fewer correlations between meanNN and RQA indices were found in the ESRD group before hemodialysis (i.e., determinism, longest diagonal line, entropy, trapping time, and longest vertical line). Similar to the healthy group, ESRD patients after hemodialysis show a significant correlation between meanNN and all RQA indices, except for the type 1 recurrence time. Table A3 . Pearson's correlation coefficients between meanNN and RQA indices of short-term ECG recordings. The estimation of each correlation coefficient includes data obtained at both the supine position and during active standing. Recurrence plots were reconstructed with the overall embedding time delay = 8. The correlation analysis between meanNN and RQA indices obtained with ad hoc embedding time delays estimated for each time series, as described in the Methods section, is shown in Table A4 . The healthy group shows negative correlations between meanNN and some RQA indices (mean diagonal length, laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, recurrence time type 1, and recurrence time type 2). In comparison with using the subgroup embedding time delays, fewer correlations between meanNN and RQA indices were found in the ESRD group before hemodialysis (i.e., trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2). ESRD patients show some correlations between meanNN and RQA indices only after hemodialysis (laminarity, trapping time, longest vertical line, and recurrence time type 2). Table A4 . Pearson's correlation coefficients between meanNN and recurrence quantitative analysis indices of short-term ECG recordings. The estimation of each correlation coefficient includes data obtained at both the supine position and during active standing. The recurrence plots were reconstructed with ad hoc embedding time delays estimated for each time series, as described in the Methods section. 
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